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Abstract 

 
Advanced Networks have been studied through emulation testing connectivity and management under IPv4 and IPv6 
using their corresponding routing and management protocols such as ISP companies do for backbone infrastructure. 
In this work, given four different and complex backbone advanced networks in different regions in the world, four 
different kinds of files have been transmitted from one extreme to another for each backbone network then time and 
computational resources have been considering, testing GNS3 capabilities when emulating under IPv6 using limited 
CPU and RAM resources. The four advanced networks are Africa Connect for Africa, GEANT for Europe, 
AMERONET for America, it means the joint of CANARIE, INTERNET2 and CLARA, and Pacific Wave for many 
countries in the pacific. Those four advanced networks involve 187 backbone routers. Given a specific hardware 
resource, results show capabilities and limitations when testing different file transfers when emulating advanced 
networks. This work adds to evidence of the potential for GNS3 but indicates an issue for transferring video files 
around 10MB for the combo GNS3 and Core i7 and 16GB using 70% for CPU and 80% for RAM.  
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1. Introduction 
Advanced networks are the assigned name for the National Research and Education Networks (NREN) inside countries 
around the world since 1996. NREN have been evolving in their topology characteristics including backbone routers 
and bandwidth, so advanced networks are of interest of Internet Service Provider (ISP) companies and academy research 
laboratories. In time some advanced networks have been studied by emulating and testing connectivity by OSPFv2 and 
OSPFv3 protocols and management by SNMPv2 and SNMPv3 under IPv4 and IPv6, respectively. The different 
advanced networks studied in past covered countries such as INTERNET2 for USA, CANARIE for Canada, CUDI for 
Mexico and REUNA for Chile, also a regional network as CLARA for Latin America and continents such as GEANT 
for Europe, AFRICACONNECT for Africa, and America, where each advanced network has a specific Autonomous 
System (AS) number. 
 
In this work four huge backbone advanced networks were selected to test file transfer, for four types of files, among the 
extremes of their backbone infrastructure. The selected advanced networks are AFRICACONNECT for Africa, 
GEANT for Europe, AMERONET (CANARIE + INTERNET2 + CLARA) for all America70 and the Pacific Wave 45 
which includes several countries, including Japan, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Korea, China, Taiwan, Mexico, 
among others. Then different file transfers are developed to test GNS3 and equipment capabilities under IPv6, such as 
OSPFv3 and BGP protocols. These kinds of analysis and reviews are useful for Network Operation Centers (NOC) of 
Internet service provider (ISP) companies. 
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2. Literature Review 
The beginning of the Commercial Internet and the advanced networks began in ninethies (Davies and Bressan 2010). 
In previous work, emulations for testing routing algorithms (Medhi and Deepankar 2010), connectivity, and 
management for advanced network backbones for different countries or regions worldwide such as CLARA (Castillo 
and Sanchez 2016), (Castillo et al 2019). In time similar studies were developed for the resulting of integrating the 
advanced networks in Africa, the AFRICACONNECT advanced network (Castillo and Revilla 2019), and for 
CANARIE, the advanced network for Canada (Castillo and Delgado 2020). More recently a study was done for 
GEANT the advanced network for Europe (Castillo et al 2020).  
 
In all the mentioned cases study was developed using Ipv4 but internet now service providers prefer the use of IPv6, 
so updates have been developed. In 2012 there was a worldwide launch of IPv6 for Internet service provider companies 
(ISP), so our interest moved to studying connectivity and management for NRENs under IPv6 protocols such as 
OSPFv3 (Coltun et al 1999), (Coltun et al 2006). In case of management the SNMPv3 protocol is used (Castillo et al 
2020) as part of the use of IPv6 protocols (Deering and Hinden 1995), updated from the IPv4 (Deering and Hinden 
1988). In the case of SNMP and their different versions, it was integrated thanks to the development of the last version 
of the standard (Frye et al 2003). 
 
One of the most attractive regional advanced networks is the Pacific Wave advanced network (Pacific 2021) which 
use the BGP routing protocol to join the different Autonomous Systems (Hawkinson and Bates 1996) for each country 
using IPv4 (Marquez and Duppont 1999), but also IPv6 protocols (Rekhter et al 2006), moving to the Internet for the 
next generation at this century (Bates et al 2007). 
 
3. Methods 
This work consists in testing the performance for four different topologies for advanced networks backbone, indicated 
in order of complexity by the number of backbone routers. For this research, two demanding tasks must be developed, 
the first one is to prepare and configure backbone of advanced networks under IPv6, as required for ISP companies, 
the four topologies and testing their full connectivity through the OSFPv3 protocol form IPv6. Second to test four 
different file transfers from one side to the other for each topology. 
 
3.1 Continental or Regional backbones of advanced networks. 
Three continental advanced networks are involved and one regional, it means Africa, Europe, America, and Pacific 
wave. Figure 1 shows the AFRICACONNECT backbone, the African advanced network topology supported by 29 
backbone routers. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. GNS3 Emulation for AFRICACONECT, 29 BB routers. 
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Figure 2 shows the topology for GEANT backbone, the European advanced network, supported by 43 BB routers. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. GNS3 Emulation for GEANT, 43 BB routers. 

 
Figure 3 shows the topology for AMERONET (CANARIE, INTERNET2 and CLARA), the advanced network for 
the American continent, supported by 70 BB routers. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. GNS3 Emulation for AMERONET, 70 BB routers. 
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While figure 4 shows the backbone topology for the advanced network Pacific Wave. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. GNS3 Emulation Pacific Wave, 45 BB routers. 

 

3.2 Equipment Characteristics 
An iCore i7-6700, 2.6GHz CPU with 16GB of RAM was used to run GNS3 v1.5.3 to emulate the four different 
backbone for advanced networks. The c7200 backbone routers used real IOS c7200(A)v15.2(4)M2, through the image 
c7200-adventerprisek9-mz.124-24.T5. 
 
3.3 IPv6 Protocols Configuration for Emulation 
Each advanced network was prepared and configured under IPv6 and OSPFv3 for having full connectivity inside each 
autonomous system (AS) for AfricaConnect and GEANT. In case of AMERONET and Pacific Wave, these backbone 
networks were prepared and configured using IPv6, OSPFv3 for the internal communication inside each country. But 
the BGP-4 protocol was used to connect CANARIE to INTERNET2 and then to CLARA because those three backbone 
networks have different AS numbers. The same condition was applied to PW which is composed by eight countries 
each one with different AS numbers. Due to space limitations, details for interfaces and protocol configurations are not 
shown, so please refer to references indicated at the introduction. 

 
4. Data Collection 
Data collection was developed such as indicated at the following subsection. 
 
4.1 Arrangement for Testing Files Transference 
For testing the files transfer, files to be transferred were sent from side to side inside each backbone topology. Figure 
5. shows in detail an example of the way a file was transferred from a one equipment from Chicago or Sunnyvale in 
USA to Singapore in Asia; the cloud including “network” involve all the infrastructure for Pacific Wave from USA 
to Singapore. The four types of files to be transferred are a text file (1KB), and jpg image file (171KB), a mp3 audio 
file (10.7MB) and a mp4 video file (138MB-MP4), which means the weight for text file is light and the corresponding 
to the video one is high. This way GNS3 and the equipment will be challenged in different levels of complexity, to 
verify the performance for each backbone topology. Each test for each file is measured four times for each topology. 
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Figure 5. Example for the arrangement for file transfer for the Pacific Wave. 
 
5. Results and Discussion 
After configuring each backbone topology as indicated in figures 1 to 4, the right configuration and connectivity were 
tested under IPv6 protocols using OSPF inside each AS and using BGP for those cases where communication among 
different AS was required. Figure 6 shows an example of IPv6 connectivity for Pacific Wave backbone. In all cases, 
packets were monitored using Wireshark. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. IPv6 connectivity test using Traceroute for PW routers. 

 
Then the file transfer for each of the four backbone topologies were tested showing the results I the next section for 
text files, image files, audio files and video files. 
 
5.1 Text File Transfer 
When testing for each topology different topologies require a different number of backbone routers to be touched for 
each transfer, but in all cases text file transfer was fast and no problems appeared. Results for each topology are in 
shown in table 1. 
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5.2 Image File Transfer 
For all cases, the indicated jpg file was sent from side to side for each topology, so results for each topology are in table 
1. The figure 7 shows the example for the Pacific Wave topology. 

  

 
 

Figure 7. Example of file transfer test for jpg files applied at the Pacific Wave. 

 
5.3 Audio File Transfer 
Figure 8 shows the audio file transfer for an mp3 file for Pacific Wave backbone network. Results for each mentioned 
topology are in table 1 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Example of file transfer test for mp3 file applied at the Pacific Wave. 

 
5.4 Video File Transfer 
Finally, figure 9 shows the MP4 video file transfer from side to side for the pacific wave, this way 
AFRICACCONNECT, GEANT AND AMERONET were tested, and results are in table 1. 
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Figure 9. Example of file transfer test for mp4 file applied at the Pacific Wave. 

 
5.5 Validation 
Table 1 shows the average time taken for each test, after four times each file was transferred form side to side for each 
topology. 

 

 

Table 1. Resulting matrix for the average time for each file transfer for each BB topology. 

 
File type AFRICA 

CONNECT 

GEANT AMERONET PACIFIC 
WAVE 

Text (1KB) 0.01 min 0.01 min 0.01 min 0.01 min 

Image (171 KB) 0.08 min 0.11 min 0.12 min 0.05 min 

Audio (10.7MB) 4.50 min 5.50 min 8.00 min 6.50 min 

Video (138MB) 115.50 min 130.00 min 150.00 min 140.50 min 

 
So, text, image, audio, and video files do not seem to show a huge significative difference for the topologies for each 
advanced netwrok. 
 
6. Conclusion 
Four complex backbone advanced networks were emulated using the c7200 backbone routers and virtual machines to 
test the file transfer for text, image, audio, and video files to verify the GNS3 and computer resources performance 
under IPv6 OSPFv3 and BGP-4 protocols. Ping and Traceroute test were executed to test connectivity for each 
topology, then the file transfer was tested for each topology and four times for each file transfer then the average was 
taken. All tests ran under the same conditions for each topology. Results show spent time for file transfer for different 
weights is proportional in a way, but three main details must be remarqued, the first one is that no differences are 
shown for text files, maybe because the size of the sent file. The second one is that spent time is proportional to size 
of the sent file for all kind of files and for all topologies. But the third one, and maybe the most interesting conclusion 
is the fact that there is a notable difference in time for those two backbone topologies which use BGP-4 as an additional 
AS routing protocol. It means AFRICACONNECT and GEANT which used just OSPFv3 spent less time than 
AMERONET and Pacific Wave which used BGP-4 additionally, so not only the size and complexity of the topology 
is important particularly when transferring video files, but also when transferring from one AS to another. 
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This work adds to evidence of the potential for GNS3 but indicates an issue for transferring video files around 10MB 
for the combo GNS3 and Core i7 and 16GB using 70% for CPU and 80% for RAM. In future work, it must be 
determined if limitations for video transfer is due to GNS3 limitations, or the physical equipment used for emulations. 
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